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Role-Playing Exercise – A Real-Time Approach to Study
Collaborative Command and Control
Jiri TRNKA and Johan JENVALD
Abstract- During emergency response, emergency management
and its command and control system are particularly challenged as
the responding taskforce puts countermeasures in place intensively
and dynamically. To respond effectively these countermeasures are
typically coordinated through collaborative work of commanding
staff. Information seeking, communication, and data sharing are
essential elements of this collaborative command and control work.
The traditional research methods used in command and control
research do not always allow researchers to fully investigate these
elements of collaborative work. In this paper, we describe the roleplaying exercise, a real-time approach combining role-playing games
and emergency management exercises, for studying collaborative
command and control, particularly during improvisation and
adaptation work. We also describe the practical application of the
role-playing exercise approach in the ALFA-05 research study. This
is followed by a discussion on methodological lessons learned from
this study. This includes simulation realism and control, ecological
and communication settings, and data collection. Our experience
suggests that the role-playing exercise approach can be considered as
a feasible method for research studies, where interaction and
communication of commanding staff are in focus.
Index Terms—Emergency response, command and control,
collaboration, simulation, real-time approach, role-playing exercise

1.

INTRODUCTION

Emergency management (EM) is a system with the aim
to produce countermeasures to various harmful events,
such as accidents, emergencies, crisis or disasters, which
can be complex and dynamic. Present EM is in its nature
multidisciplinary and complex. The increasing number and
variety of involved cooperating organizations in EM
requires coordination, which is a complex task itself. The
EM system is particularly challenged during emergency
response, a period immediately after a harmful event
occurs when countermeasures are put in place intensively
and dynamically. The part of the EM system actively
involved in the emergency response is recognized as a
taskforce. A taskforce performs specific and common tasks
to execute the desired response. To achieve its goals, the
taskforce carries out a multitude of different activities of
varying complexity.
The coordination in the EM system is typically realized
by means of a command and control (C2) system. The core
of a C2 system is the commanding staff, formed by one or
more commanding officers. Each commanding staff in the
C2 system can be described in terms of its attributes, for
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example, its goals, allocated authority, command level, and
responsibility [45]. In other words, the conditions for the
work of the commanding staff are defined by
organizational settings within the C2 system and the EM
organizations, which the commanding staff are embedded
in. The C2 system may have multiple commanding staff,
usually organized in hierarchical and quasi-hierarchical
command structures, to be able to consider different time
scales [6]. Commanding staff in the C2 system can thus
reach different levels of interdependence. Consequently,
the C2 system is also complex and dynamic to meet the
demands of the EM system itself [31, 27, 3].
In emergency response, one or several commanding
staff are involved depending on the extent of the harmful
event, size and type of the taskforce, and organizational
arrangements of the C2 system. The commanding staff
make decisions to gain and keep control over the event and
to effectively deploy the taskforce. The task is
characterized by the fact that it requires coordination of
several geographically separated units of the taskforce with
various capabilities and available resources. Management
of internal resources but also sharing of joint resources
with other distributed commanding staff, multiple goals of
these staff, as well as diverse operational procedures
constitute extra challenges specific for C2 in emergency
response [56, 13].
In our research, we particularly focus on information
seeking, communication, and data 1 sharing, essential
elements of collaborative C2 work. If two or several
commanding staff are to function as a system that strives
towards a goal originating from a decision, this goal, or
intention, has to be shared among the commanding staff.
When many commanding staff are involved in an effort to
control a dynamic situation, multiple, conflicting goals are
bound to emerge, eventually leading to a need for
negotiation about which goals to select and pursue.
Information and the way it is communicated are therefore
of uttermost importance for successful joint emergency
response operations.
1.1 Methods in C2 Research
Researchers focusing on commanding staff working in
high-risk areas acknowledge the importance of having
good social, organizational and technological conditions to

1
According to the Shannon-Weaver’s general model of communication,
messages in the form of data are transmitted as signals between the
information source and the destination. The transmitted data have only
information value if the receiver has knowledge to receive these data and
interpret the message [55]. We therefore refer to all content in the
communication as data.
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support communication and data sharing between the
involved commanding staff [30] in order to tackle
disturbances on performance and to uphold high reliability
[50, 49, 51].
The traditional research methods used in the C2 research
do not always allow the researchers to fully exploit the
issues of information seeking, communication, and data
sharing in collaborative C2 work, particularly during
improvisation or adaptation work. In the case of
microworld (scaled world) simulations, real-time
management, realism (validity), complexity, and
overfitting (adjustment to the specific features of a
simulation and scenario) are issues of concern [22].
Realism (dynamics of decision making) is also a problem
in emergency management exercises [12, 13], where
participants often act and describe their actions in
accordance with operational procedures instead of rapid
decision making. Another example is ethnographical
studies that may put observers at risk, are time consuming,
and may require many observers [37]. It is also not
possible to control the studied events in ethnographical
studies. At the same time, by combining advantages and
good experience from the different traditional methods the
possibilities to study collaborative C2 work may further
advance.
1.2 Aim of this Paper
The goal of this paper is to describe the real-time roleplaying exercise (RPE) approach, a method for studying
collaborative C2 work, in particular information seeking,
communication, and data sharing. The paper also aims to
discuss methodological advantages and disadvantages of
the RPE approach, based on its practical application in the
ALFA-05 research study.
2.

REAL-TIME APPROACHES IN C2 STUDIES

Real-time approaches, as described in this paper, refer
to methods where the participants in a study face tasks
conducted in actual time, where the development of the
tasks can be described as dynamic [5]. The interest thus
primarily lays in understanding how participants act under
uncertainty and time pressure when only having access to
limited resources. The examples provided below are far
from the only ones that utilize this approach. Rather, it is
the feature of such studies – scenario-based real-time
situation and procedure simulations – that is of interest in
the context of this paper.
2.1 Role-Playing Games
A role-playing game (RPG) is an interactive multiperson setting, where participants (humans) try to solve a
problem or overcome various obstacles in a collaborative
manner. In the RPG, participants assume roles of various
characters as well as their duties and tasks according to a
scenario. The RPG executes via dialog between

participants and a game-master, where the participants
describe their actions as well as reactions to the conditions
they obtain from the game-master. The game-master (in
the literature sometimes also referred as facilitator,
coordinator, umpire, or controller) provides participants
with feedback on effects of their actions, but also describes
surroundings, sense impressions, etc. according to the
scenario. This procedure is repeated during the entire game.
RPGs can be abstractions of the real world, or its parts.
These RPGs reproduce reality, and are thus considered as
simulations [15]. If RPGs include settings, which have
different characteristics and behaviour than in the real
world, they are considered as games [15].
In the context of this paper, we focus on the first type of
RPGs. Moreover, we concentrate on a special case of
RPGs, where real decision makers operate in simulated
systems involving decision making in critical situations
[58]. In other words, real decision makers make decisions
on hypothetical conditions [58] and have access to
simulated resources (also referred to as computer generated
forces) [29].
In the military and EM domain, two types of RPGs
simulating real world systems can be found, tactical
decision game (TDC) and operational game.
TDC is a low-fidelity RPG using mental, or mental and
visual simulation [36], focusing on non-technical skills of
decision makers [13] such as time and uncertainty
management [35]. Due to its settings (using written
scenarios, single person tasks or small group discussions)
information
gathering,
technology
employment,
communications, and computers are eliminated (excluded)
from these RPGs [24]. TDCs often involve only one
interaction between the participants and the game-master
(in the beginning of the TDC when the scenario is
presented to the participants) and have duration from
several minutes to one hour per session. According to
Crano & Brewer, participants do passive role-playing, i.e.,
only predict how they would act or behave in the context
of the given scenario [11]. TDCs have been used both in C2
training and research. Crichton & Flin, and Crichton, Flin
& Rattray describe short duration TDCs in training for
intuitive decision making and pattern recognition skills [14,
13]. Lewis & Barlow use computer-based TDCs to study
crucial decision making in close combat [38].
Operational games are of explorative nature, providing
insights of decision making in complex situations [59, 53].
As Shubik points out, operational games are intended for
situations where we need to know “what is going on” [57].
Thus, unlike TDCs, operational games are supposed to be
as near to reality as feasible [59]. An operational game can
thus be a combination of mental, visual and physical
simulation. Operational games have much longer duration
than TDCs and utilize interaction among the participants,
as well as between the participants and the game-master
continuously during the entire RPG. In other words, the
participants do active role-playing as their actions and
behavior are influenced as well as dependent on other
participants [11]. Active role-playing by the participants
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represents therefore internal parameters governing the
simulation [20]. This makes operational games more
difficult to control compared to traditional research
experiments [9] since they contain both planned and
unplanned variations [11], which may be difficult to
predict [53]. Further, the speed of the operational games is
normally four to six times faster than normal time [53].
Cooper, Cooper et al., and Klein & Cooper mention two
examples of operational games used in C2 research and
training, the so-called three-room war game and the
superior commander system, both focusing on behavior
and decision making [9, 10, 34].
2.2 Emergency Management Exercises
Emergency management exercises can be seen as
training events but also as methodological tools of
evaluation research, providing the exercise managers and
researchers with the opportunity to test effectiveness of
emergency plans, training, as well as abilities of personnel
to execute these plans [46].
There are principally three types of emergency
management exercises: tabletop, functional and full-scale.
Furthermore, emergency management exercises can also
be categorized in a variety of ways. For example Payne
mentions some of these categories, such as indoor vs.
outdoor, individual (only one organization participates in
an exercise) vs. combined (an exercise with several
organizations involved) and on-site vs. off-site exercises
[43].
Tabletop exercises have the form of brainstorming or
group discussion when the participants go through their
actions step-by-step [4]. They are commonly organized
indoor at a single location [44] and use written scenarios
and other visual means (for example maps). Tabletop
exercises are rather informal and do not achieve realism of
simulated executions [44].
In contrast to the tabletop exercises, functional and fullscale exercises are real-time mental, visual and physical
simulations. Functional exercises focus on one or few
specific operational activities or command posts [46]. They
are executed in real-time, involve operational personnel,
and can be executed both indoor and in the field. Perry,
and Peterson & Perry examine effects of functional
exercises on the participants and their perception of
teamwork and response network effectives [44, 46]. Payne
mentions in this context a special type of functional
exercise – so-called communications simulated exercise –
considered for exercises focusing on call-out, command
and control, and communication [43]. Communications
simulated exercises are conducted indoor, use
progressively unfolding scenarios, involve several
organizations (combined exercises) and command posts,
and can be design as simple but also as complex [43].
Full-scale (or also live) exercises test most or all the
functions, which would be involved in a real event [46].
For this reason, full-scale exercises are always at least
partly located outdoor to achieve high realism [44]. See
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Helsloot and Carrel for examples of full-scale exercises [25,
8].
3.

(COMPUTER-ASSISTED) ROLE-PLAYING
EXERCISE

The role-playing exercise (RPE) is a real-time, scenariobased approach, combining RPG and emergency
management exercise methodology with thorough data
collection from microworld (scaled world) simulations. We
suggest the RPE approach as a method, which can be used
in a systematic way to perform research on collaborative
C2 and its structures, functions and modalities. This
includes decision making and communication by
individual commanders, commanding staff as well as at
particular command posts.
The RPE approach builds on the RPG philosophy,
where real world systems are simulated, such as in TDCs
and operational games. Thus the participants in the RPE
are real decision makers, who act in their professional roles.
The management of the RPE and the interaction among the
participants and between the participants and the gamemaster are comparable with operational games (see Fig. 1).
The simulation settings in the RPE approach are
different than in TDCs and operational games. The settings
are strictly steered by realism in order to achieve high
validity of the RPE. All activities are continuous and
changing as in reality. Time is at the same speed as in
reality. Temporal behavior and functionality of resources
in the simulation corresponds to reality. In principle, the
RPE approach utilizes four of the five dimensions of
realism, described by Drabek & Haas – real groups, tasks,
ecological settings, and social system – in the simulation
content [18].
• Real groups mean that meaningful units of analysis
containing real decision makers with shared experience are
utilized [18].
• Type of task, activity and demand, which the
participants carry out in the simulation, is identical with
the participants’ sphere of tasks in reality [18, 20].
• Ecological settings in which the participants act are
same or very similar to reality [18].
• Social system is utilized so the interaction and
relations between the participants correspond to reality [20,
18].
The fifth dimension of Drabek & Haas’s realism –
knowledge of participating – suggesting the use of study
subjects unaware of their participation, cannot be fulfilled
since all the participants in RPEs are aware of their
participation [18].
The RPE approach distinguishes two groups of
ecological settings and their fidelity, simulation content
(high-fidelity) and physical arrangements of participants’
workplaces (low-fidelity). The RPE has thus primarily the
form of mental or, mental and visual simulation.
Depending on the research questions, the physical
arrangements of participants’ workplaces may range from
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paper-and-pen to low-fidelity decision support systems
(DSS) with limited functionality. This allows researchers
to have control over various technological artifacts and
their use. Moreover, the participants can be co-localized at
one site, which is essential for briefing, debriefing, and
simulation control.
Due to the nature of the RPE – dynamic, utilizing active
role-paying and steered by internal parameters – the gamemaster is supported by a RPE staff, a team of researchers
and exercise managers with expertise in various areas.
Moreover, the possible complexity of the scenarios calls
for further support in planning, management, data
collection and visualisation of the RPE so the researchers,
emergency managers and participants can examine the
course of events of an emergency operation. It is of great
value to establish an overall view of the RPE to provide a
common frame of reference and to facilitate subsequent
analysis and evaluation of complex situations, such as
emergency response by a geographically distributed
commanding staff and taskforce [29, 42]. Visual models of
minutely documented simulations make it possible to
analyze similar scenarios to systematically identify causeeffect relationships that influence the outcome of
emergency operations [48]. This support can help
researchers and exercise managers in their decisions on the
outcomes in complex and extensive RPEs [53], to grasp the
big picture [39] and to explore the interaction between
critical factors in great detail. It also plays important role in
assessment of process reliability of the RPEs (see
Gestrelius [20]).

but also as during the planning and evaluation. Thus we
talk about computer-assisted RPEs. ICT have been
successfully used in various computer-assisted full-scale
and functional exercises ranging from emergency response
to mass-casualty incidents [40, 26] to training of critical
incidents management in the power production industry
[41]. As Morin highlights, they are also highly relevant in
the context of research applications, such as the discussed
RPE approach [42]. Nevertheless, the usefulness of ICT is
determined by the models devised to represent the scenario,
the means of data acquisition employed and the data
collected from the actual RPEs.
4.

CASE: ALFA-05 RESEARCH STUDY

In this chapter we describe the practical application of
the RPE approach, made in the ALFA-05 research study.
The practical application of the RPE approach builds on
methodology for planning and management of functional
and full-scale exercises (see for example [29, 39, 40]),
which is suitable for complex simulations with longer
periods of planning process (from months to years). The
planning and management of the ALFA-05 study utilized
the following steps:
• Definition of methods and research focus
• Scenario modeling
• Scenario structure analysis
• Execution
• Data collection
• Visualization
• Documentation
4.1 Definition of Methods and Research Focus

Fig. 1. A schematic example how a RPE is organized: n participants,
which interact with each other and with the RPE staff.

Various information and communication technologies
(ICT), such as geographical information systems (GIS),
simulation and modelling tools, advanced databases,
communication, and surveillance systems are some of the
technologies, which are highly relevant in the context of
the RPEs. However, fully computer-based simulators may
have problems to cover all the possible options, which rise
from the participants’ actions and the interaction between
the participants. Instead, ICT are used to support the RPE
staff in generating responses during the execution of RPEs,

The definition of methods & research focus is an
assessment process to establish if the RPE approach is a
feasible method with respect to the research questions and
available technical, financial, and human resources. During
this process questions on what factors to prioritize in order
to make data collection, visualization and analysis are
discussed.
The research question in the ALFA-05 research study
was to study collaborative C2 work of distributed
commanding staff from different EM organizations. In
particular, the attention was given to the following three
areas of collaborative C2 work:
• Information seeking at different command posts.
• Data sharing between these command posts.
• Selection of information sources by particular
commanders.
Due to the relative high complexity of the real-time
RPE, it was decided by the research team to use additional
methods for the purposes of methodological triangulation
[16]. The decision was based on previous experience from
microworld (scaled world) simulations [21, 23] and other
experimental studies [30]. The selected methods were after
action
review
and
observation.
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During the RPE interaction among the commanding
staff, and between the commanding staff and their
taskforce is present extensively. In order to be able identify
and interpret important factors pertaining to the interaction
the research team decided to carry out after action review
(AAR) directly after the RPE. AAR is a professional
discussion of an event (e.g. accident, training session),
which focuses on performance standards [47]. The AAR is
particularly important, when commanding staff and units
from different EM organizations work together [19]. The
goal of the AAR is to give participants feedback on
mission and task performance and to support the reflection
phase [54, 17]. AARs have also been used widely in the
context of emergency management exercises and RPGs.
In the context of the ALFA-05 study, the AAR was
designed to start one hour after the RPE and continued for
two hours. First, the participants were given a short debrief
of the RPE and the incidents in the simulation as they were
planned and actually occurred. In the following reflection
phase, the participants were motivated to recapitulate their
actions to clarify for the researchers and themselves what
happened and why it happened. Led by an AAR facilitator,
six topics were debated in a moderated discussion. In the
discussion all the participants wrote down notes related to
a topic. Selected key participants were asked to read their
notes aloud. Then all the participants were allowed to take
part in the discussion on the topic. This procedure was
repeated for all six topics. The topics were prepared by the
AAR facilitator, observers, game-master and RPE staff
members, and concerned the areas of real-time RPE as a
method, information seeking, communication, and data
sharing.
The observations were designed as open semistructured observations, where observers act as complete
observers [7]. Complete observers do not participate or
interact with the observed subjects. This definition of
observers was important with respect to the task realism, so
the participants are not disturbed during the RPE. The
observations were made directly as well as indirectly (via
video surveillance and communication monitoring system).
The observers were allowed to move freely during the RPE.
The observers were also present during the AAR. Four
different observers were in place as a part of investigator
triangulation [16]. These observers were senior researchers
from the areas of C2, informatics, communication, and
simulation. The observers were motivated to particularly
address the following areas – information seeking,
communication, data sharing and methodological issues –
with respect to the research questions.
4.2 Scenario Modeling and Structure Analysis
Scenario modeling is the process of defining objects
and events that make up the base of the simulation content
[33]. It is followed by scenario structure analysis, a process
assessing contextual consistency, which aims at checking
internal and external validity [52], and identifying critical
phases in the RPE, which are likely to require careful
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coordination [40]. These two processes are iterative and
are one of the essential factors influencing validity of the
simulation [53].
In the ALFA-05 study, to achieve high realism in the
four dimensions of realism – real groups, tasks, ecological
settings (simulation content) and social system – both
domain experts and modeling experts were actively
involved. The domain experts were senior exercise
managers and fire & rescue incident commanders. The
simulation experts were senior researchers with experience
from microworld (scaled world) simulations, functional
exercises and other experiments.
The process of the scenario modeling went through the
following four areas, commonly recognized in the scenario
planning [1]:
• Size and complexity of concerned geographical area.
• Number and range of objectives, controlled through
number and severity of simulated incidents.
• Scenario duration.
• Nature of required response, from passive to active
involvement.
• Number of roles, affecting the degree of interaction
between the participants.
The scenario type and size were designed to involve
EM organizations from two neighbouring counties
(taskforce) in a joint emergency operation (task). The task
was a response to an incident located at the border of two
different counties. The reason for locating the scenario at
the border of two counties was unclear operational
procedures with regard to C2 responsibilities and thus
initiating negotiation, adaptation and improvisation of the
participants.
To achieve a realistic scenario and to simulate a
plausible situation a single, self contained event – a
middle-size forest fire during summertime in Sweden –
was selected as the main incident. Forrest fires commonly
involve a relatively larger taskforce with a number of
geographically distributed units and have proven to be
suitable for simulations [22, 30]. Further, a number of
additional incidents were carefully selected by the domain
experts, based on their experience from historical forest
fires. These incidents are launched during the RPE and are
used to control the tempo of the RPE as well as to establish
certain context with regard to the objectives. The
additional incidents are:
• Traffic disturbances on surrounding roads.
• Threat from the fire to a neighboring zoo with
several thousands of visitors.
• Search and rescue of a group with small children on
a picnic.
• Life threatening allergic reaction for one of the
responding fire-fighters.
• Traffic accident on the nearby highway.
• Pressure from media requiring incident information.
In accordance with the RPE approach, the scenario was
planned as a real-time scenario, where scenario time is
equal to reality. In other words, the scenario was proposed
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as continuous with the simulation start time 00:00 and
stop time 02:00. The scenario takes place on Saturday, July
2, 2005, starting at 10:30 and continuing for two hours.
Based on the size of the geographical area, incident
locations, and simulation duration relevant EM
organizations were selected. This was followed by
mapping of their C2 structures, resources, etc. From the
collected data, incident commanders and dispatch officers
were chosen as the most relevant command posts to focus
on in the RPE in order to obtain meaningful and analyzable
group of commanding staff. At the end, the following
command posts were selected to participate in the RPE:
• County 112/911 emergency operator (2x).
• Municipal fire & rescue on-site incident commander
(2x).
• Municipal fire & rescue dispatch officer (1x).
• County police on-site incident commander (1x).
• County police dispatch officer (1x).
The overview of the EM organizations in the RPE and
the involved command posts are shown in the Fig. 2. The
other command posts were also invited from the concerned
EM organizations and were allocated as a part of the RPE
staff. The RPE staff contained six researchers, one
researcher with fire-fighter training, county medical team
leader, county emergency management officer, and one
technician. The game-master was a senior fire & rescue
incident commander / a senior exercise manager with
experience from RPGs and functional / full-scale exercises.

environment were fully corresponding to reality. For
example, the police dispatch officer was provided with a
list of available resources – police patrol vehicles,
including pictures and call signs – in the RPE, which were
corresponding to police resources of that day in reality
(July 2, 2005). During this process GIS modelling was
used extensively.
4.3 Execution
The ALFA-05 study took place at the Linköping
University in Linköping on December 1, 2005. The day
started with briefing and RPE introduction to the
participants, observers and RPE staff. It was followed by a
short introduction to the RPE area.

Fig. 3. A participant’s workplace – paper map, overview of available
resources, notes and computer-based communication tool C3Fire (Photo:
Björn Johansson).

Legend: , , - fire & rescue service; , , - county police
- emergency medical service;
- 112/911 emergency
administration;
call-center; other (municipal crisis committee & county emergency
management office, etc.)
Fig. 2. Command posts involved in the RPE and their distribution
shapes).
between participants ( and shape) and RPE staff ( and

To provide the participants with as realistic ecological
settings in the simulation as possible the available
resources and their behaviour in the operational

The RPE took place in a closed room, which was
divided into two sections. The first section comprised RPE
staff. Conceptually a complete C2 room was established.
The game-master and the members of the RPE staff had
information about all recourses (e.g., officers on duty, all
vehicles in the scenario areas, including pictures of units,
call signs, equipment, size of water tanks, etc.) available.
Their task was to launch incidents, simulate responding
units and other command posts outside the scenario area,
and to answer all different questions from the participants.
For this reason, the Internet, phones, various maps, and
resource sheets were available for the RPE staff. The
game-master and the RPE staff had also communication
and video surveillance systems available, allowing them to
monitor participants’ communication and workplaces in
real-time.
In the second section seven participants’ workplaces
were organized. Each station was customized to the
concerned command post, including relevant maps, a list of
available resources and a short brief of the situation at the
start of the RPE (see Fig. 3). Since the RPE approach was
practically used for its first time, the research team decided
to
use
the
simplest
workplace.
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The RPE started at 10:30 when multiple emergency
calls were made to the 112/911 emergency call-centers by
the RPE staff. From this moment the participants carried
out actions to handle the incidents launched in the RPE.
The RPE continued for two hours until it was stopped by
the game-master. After a one hour break the AAR was
carried out for two hours.
4.4 Data Collection
Communication during the RPE represented the main
data source. The participants were allowed to communicate
between each other and with the RPE staff only through
text messages. For this purpose a network comprising
twenty computers and one server was set up. A research
environment for collaborative team work called C3Fire [23]
was
used
to
support
the
computer-mediated
communication (see Fig. 4). All communication was stored
in log-files.
With regard to the intensity of the RPE, the
participants’ workplaces and the RPE staff were monitored
via nine video cameras connected into a video surveillance
system. The video cameras recorded all the activities
during the RPE, as well as the AAR.
All the material used in the study was archived. This
includes notes made by participants, RPE staff, and
observers on paper and maps used during the RPE and
AAR.

4.6 Results and Findings
The RPE approach combined with the AAR and
observations in the ALFA-05 research study provided the
research team with answers to the research questions. In
particular, AAR proved to be an important tool for the
interpretation of data collected during the RPE.
The data analysis of the ALFA-05 study contributed to
a range of findings providing new insights on collaborative
C2 work in distributed C2 structures. From the findings
made in the ALFA-05 study, several can be emphasized:
• Distribution of communication density between the
different commanding posts was not directly related to the
scenario and its incidents, but rather to the availability of
resources to the particular commanding officers. Resource
availability and allocation had impacts on communication
volume.
• The way that information was searched, where and
how was dependent on the dynamics and task load during
the emergency response. Information seeking is dependent
on local knowledge, experience and task load.
• Differences between planned and actual C2 work
were found. Tasks were distributed differently based on the
situation than according to the organizational arrangements.
• Commanding officers communicated pro-actively,
distributing information on push-basis.
For further reading on the analysis of the data collected
in the ALFA-05 study, please, see Trnka, Johansson and
Granlund [60], and Woltjer, Trnka, Lundberg and
Johansson [61].
5.

Fig. 4. C3Fire communication environment – 112/911 emergency callcenter operator user interface.

4.5 Visualization and Documentation
Visualization is the means of making events,
circumstances, and relationships visible to the participants
during the AAR and after the RPE as well as to the
researchers carrying out analysis. During the visualization
the collected data are formatted and organized according to
the objectives of the visualization and the needs of the
researchers and target audience. It is followed by
documentation, a final step of organizing and packaging
models, data, and procedures in a form that is
comprehensible to a research and professional audience
and easy to access and distribute [28].
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METHODOLOGICAL LESSONS LEARNED

In the following discussion we go through the main
methodological lessons learned from the application of the
RPE approach in the ALFA-05 research study. The
discussion is based on the following data:
• Participants’ reflections on the RPE as a method
collected during the AAR.
• Observations made by the observer for
methodological issues (a senior researcher in the area of
simulations) during the entire ALFA-05 study, from the
initial planning to the analysis of the collected data (a
period of fourteen months). This included attending
meetings, studying documents, and examining the
execution of the RPE and AAR.
• Informal debriefing with the game-master and the
RPE staff directly after the execution of the RPE and AAR.
• Informal interviews with the observers carried out in
a period of several weeks after the RPE execution.

5.1 Simulation Realism and Control
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The scenario obtained high user acceptance. During the
AAR, the participants described the scenario with its
incidents as authentic. In particular, the strict use of real
resources was acknowledged. Moreover, the tempo in the
RPE was also experienced as realistic by the participants.
The observers reported signs of high task load of several of
the participants. The level of realism is also supported by
the fact that problems occurring during real emergency
response operations also occurred in this RPE. For
example, the concerned fire & rescue on-site incident
commander was called to the incident site later than the
other EM organizations. This commander faced difficulties
with command hand-over and missing information from
previous response phases, like in situations often occurring
during middle-size and large fires. Thus it is possible to
achieve highly realistic simulations in the form of RPEs.
The RPE in the ALFA-05 study was self-going since
sufficient complexity was at place as an effect of the
scenario and the interaction between the participants. The
participants in the RPE were experienced commanding
officers capable of doing mental simulation. Though, our
experience suggests that it is important to explain to the
participants that they may become involved in the scenario
at later stages, or on a very limited scale. It is a question to
what extent the participants should be aware that the
involvement of each participant is strongly dependent on
how the incidents in the RPE are managed by other
participants. It happened once in the ALFA-05 study that a
participant was repeatedly contacting the RPE staff
regarding non-involvement in the RPE. Due to the nature
of the RPE, the discussed case was efficiently handled by
adding an extra incident to the scenario by the gamemaster and the RPE staff. In this context, it should also be
highlighted how important it was to use experienced
personnel and domain experts in the RPE staff.
The RPE was two hours long and during the entire time
the RPE staff faced high workload. The experience from
the ALFA-05 study suggests to extend the RPE staff with
several persons for RPEs of similar nature.
5.2 Communication Settings
The communication was designed so the participants
were only allowed to communicate via text messages. The
research team was aware of the implications from this
choice. Nevertheless, due to the fact that the RPE was
executed in one closed room as well as the experience from
using text communication in microworld (scaled world)
simulations it was decided to use only text communication.
The use of text communication allowed the gamemaster and the RPE staff to follow all communication,
involving in total fifteen persons (seven participants and
eight members of the RPE staff), in real-time. Moreover,
full transcript of the communication was available within
hours after the RPE. The delay caused by the actual writing
of the messages also allowed the game-master and the RPE
staff to easier manage the incidents and tempo in the RPE.

From this perspective, the text communication had a clear
advantage.
The text communication was also accepted as a mean of
communication by the participants, where communication
one-to-one normally occurs. The participants saw their
communication in the RPE as very similar to their
communication in reality. The participants identified two
areas during the AAR where the use of text communication
was seen as problematic.
First, a narrow number of emergency calls was possible
due to the use of text communication. The 112/911
emergency operators found it limiting when it was possible
to communicate only with a certain narrow number of
persons calling 112-number. This caused problems since
they are making their judgements about certain events,
such as forest fires, partially on the volume of received
emergency calls. A solution to this problem is the use of
another scenario, where normally a rather small number of
emergency calls occur. Another way of approaching this
issue is a combination of voice communication and a
higher number of callers. A similar approach has been
already applied in functional and full-scale exercises with
the help of specialized tools, such as CITE® and MIND [42,
29].
Second, all the participants missed the opportunity to
listen in ongoing radio traffic between responding units. In
reality, as highlighted during the AAR, this is commonly
used by the participants as one of the main information
sources to create an operational picture. These comments
disclosed unintended use of the radio communication
systems: passive participation in communication. In this
RPE, to simulate such communication would have been
too demanding from organizational as well as technical
perspective due to the high number of incident response
units involved. However, future RPE may use live radio
communication, if relevant to the research questions. Such
simulated radio communication has been used in research
experiments [2] as well as in training operational games
and functional exercises [21]. At the same time, besides the
technological
requirements,
using
live
radio
communication brings higher demands on the RPE staff in
terms of number and skills of the personnel.
5.3 Ecological Dimension - Workspace
The RPE approach utilizes low-fidelity of physical
ecological settings, meaning participants’ workplaces. In
the ALFA-05 study, with respect to the research questions,
simplified workplaces were built with the use of paper,
pencils and maps. It turned out to be restricting for some of
the participants used to work with advanced computerbased DSS incorporating digital maps. The participants
found it difficult to work without this support. They felt
that they could not perform at the level of speed and
quality they normally do, as revealed during the AAR. The
way they executed certain tasks, especially those involving
localization and navigation, in the RPE was not fully
matching with the way the tasks are carried out in reality.
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In other words, these command posts have already
extensive technological support, which the commanding
officers are dependent on in execution of their tasks. A
question, which is relevant for RPEs in general, is how to
simulate these technologically dependent command posts
at low-fidelity and at the same time keeping high realism
of the tasks. A solution would be replication of the
participants’ DSS. By doing that, we would achieve high
ecological fidelity of the participants’ working stations. On
the other hand, this would significantly increase the
complexity of such simulations. Namely, the complexity is
influenced by the increased number of participants’ tasks,
and the decreased control over the use of the technology.
Thus, the impacts of including technologically dependent
command posts in RPEs require attention in the planning
process.
An issue the research team was aware of was a colocalized action. This situation occurred when fire &
rescue and police on-site incident commanders met at the
incident site. Instead of having face-to-face dialogue and
eye contact, they were forced to communicate only through
text messages. This was caused by the organizational
settings in which the RPE took place, i.e., participants colocalized in a single room. This issue needs to be addressed
in future RPEs, for example by using more rooms and
modes of communication.
A topic related to the workspace is the social context of
a workplace, in this case dispatch rooms and emergency
call-centers. Response to an emergency event is commonly
joint effort work of several commanding staff. This part of
the social system was corresponding to the reality in the
RPE. However, the teamwork is common between
operators and dispatchers at a single commanding staff (e.g.
a single dispatch room). In reality these participants share
the task load with their colleagues. In the discussed RPE,
the participants were sitting alone. This influenced the
number and selection of tasks the participants did in the
RPE. This is, of course, an important methodological issue
since such social context is difficult to establish in the
context of RPEs in general. However, this factor is very
much dependent on the objectives of particular simulations.
In the ALFA-05 research study, the attention was given to
particular commanders concerning how they conduct
information search and data sharing. It was concluded by
the research team, that AAR sufficiently documented this
factor. Nevertheless, particular attention has to be given to
this issue in future RPEs.
5.4 Data Collection
The research questions in the ALFA-05 research were
covered by the collected data. Furthermore, a number of
findings overreaching the research questions were made.
An example of such finding is the differences between
planned (according to the organizational arrangements) and
actual C2 work. To be able to generalize such findings, it
turned out to be necessary to use additional methods. We
suggest adding interviews as an additional method to
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utilize in the context of the RPE. By interviewing the
participants after a certain reflection period they can
explain and reflect on their individual actions and
behaviour in a RPE. Though, it is more problematic to use
post interviews to study the participants as a group due to
the risk of bias. Since the real groups are used, the
participants most likely meet in their professional life and
potentially discuss their participation in the RPE. As
Hudson (cited in Killian [32]) describes, the participants
may develop a so called group version, a standardized
interpretation of the simulation. From this perspective,
AAR can particularly focus on the group as a whole and
interviews on individual participants.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes RPE, a real-time approach
combining RPGs and emergency management exercises,
for studying collaborative C2 work. The essential features
of the RPE approach are:
• High realism of the simulation content.
• Low-fidelity ecological settings.
• Co-localization of the participants.
• Involvement of both domain and simulation experts.
• Using domain and modelling experts in planning
and execution.
Advantages of this approach are the opportunity to
create complexity, to design own scenarios, and to carry
out joint AAR immediately after the RPE. At the same
time, the RPE approach can be used to create situations
with advanced realistic scenarios without putting
participants, game-master and RPE staff at risk, something
that would be very difficult in reality.
The ALFA-05 research study provided the research
team with answers to the research questions. The RPE
approach with the AAR and observations thus proved to be
suitable method to study information seeking,
communication and data sharing in distributed C2
structures. It was possible to study the actual interaction
between commanding staff as well as individual
commanders in controlled settings. Moreover, the AAR
revealed high acceptance of the simulation by the
participants.
At the same time, several methodological lessons
learned were made during the ALFA-05 study. This
includes particularly following three findings:
• Communication settings – the way how and by what
means (text, voice or both) participants communicate in a
RPE is dependent on scenario and research questions.
• Ecological fidelity – the level of ecological fidelity
(participants’
workplaces)
needs
attention
if
technologically dependent command posts are included in
a RPE, since it is more difficult to achieve realism in the
task fidelity for such posts.
• Co-localized action – the activities where
participants meet face-to-face in reality need to be planned
so the participants can meet similar way in the simulation
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(available space) and this meeting is sufficiently
documented (data collection).
The methodological lessons learned need to be
considered in future RPEs. An attention is particularly
required with respect to the simulation complexity and the
balance between research questions and fidelity of
ecological settings. In this sense, the RPE approach
represents a demanding method, requiring extensive
technological, organizational and human resources. At the
same time the RPE approach allows studying collaborative
C2 in a way, which is not possible with the traditional
research methods.
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